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1. Introduction

In this paper we are concerned with the notions of subordination 
and domination which will be now defined. Suppose Cr = {z: \z\ < r} 
where r > 0 and suppose f, F are functions regular in Gt which satisfy: 
/(0) = -F(O) = 0. We say that f is subordinate to F in Cr and denote this 
(/, F, r) if there exists a function w regular in Cr, w(0) = 0, |w(»)| < r 
in Gr, such that f(z) = F[w(z)) in Cr. If F is univalent, (/, F, r) means 
that the image of Gr under f is contained in the image of Gr under F. 
F will be called domain majorant of f in Gr.

On the other hand, if |/(«)| < |-F(z)| holds in GT with re(0, 1>, then 
we say that f is dominated by F in Gr and denote this in the following 
manner: \f, F, r|. F will be called a dominant of / in Gr. In the parti
cular case F(z) = z both relations (/, F, r), \f, F, r| are equivalent by 
the Schwarz Lemma, in general case they are not, however, equivalent. 
Moreover, by the Schwarz Lemma and the maximum principla.it follows 
that (f, F,r) => (f, F,r'),\f, F,r\ \f, F,r'\ for any r'e(0,r). It was 
M. Biernacki who was concerned as the first with the relation between 
subordination and domination [7], [8]. He obtained for some classes 
of regular functions f, F with univalent F the theorems of the following 
type: (/, F, 1) => |/, F, r| where re(0, 1) does not depend on the parti
cular choice of functions involved. Some results of Biernacki were genera
lized and extended by G. M. Golusin [10] and Shah Tao-shing [25]. The
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converse relation was investigated by the present author in [14], further 
results in this direction were obtained in [15] and [16], as well as in a series 
of papers written in common by the present author and A. Bielecki 
[l]-[5] and concerning also the problem first considered by Biernacki. 
We have given a simple geometrical method which showed to be very 
convenient in investigating some classes of regular functions. In Bier- 
nacki’s papers we meet two kinds of assumptions. First he assumed that 
both the subordinate function and its majorant belong to the same class 
(e.g. both are univalent, resp. both are starlike). Later on he put on the 
subordinate functions less restrictive assumptions than those involving 
majorants. In what follows we shall start with the assumptions analo
gous to the latter ones. Some of the results presented here were already 
published in various journals whereas some are new. Although the circle 
of problems presented here is by no means exhausted, the present author 
believes that it is worthwhile to give a systematic and complete treatment 
on the subject in order to exhibit the methods applied here. However, 
a complete proof will be given only in case the corresponding theorem 
is published here for the first time. The last chapter contains a set of 
related problems which still remain unsolved, resp. only a partial solu
tion of them is known.

2. Notations. Preliminary results

Let 8 be the class of functions F(e) = zf-a2z2 +... regular and 
univalent in Ct. In what follows we shall be concerned with the following 
subclasses of 8: the class £ of functions with real coefficients; the class 
8C of convex functions; the class Sa of a-starlike functions, i.e. the class 
of functions feS such that re{zf'(«)//(«)}> a with ae<0,1). The case 
a = 0 corresponds to the class 80 of functions starlike w.r.t. the origin.

Let Or be the domain whose boundary consists of the left half of the 
circumference |«| = rn+1 and of two circular arcs through z — rn tangent 
to |«| = rn+1 at 2 = ± irn+> (» > 0 is an integer). Suppose K is a fixed 
subclass of S and D(K, r) is the region of variability of the expression 
g(zi)lg(z2), where zlfz2 range over the circumference dCr and g ranges 
over the class K. Using this notation we can now state a theorem first 
published in [17] which represents a general solution to the converse 
of Biernacki’s problem.

Theorem 1. Suppose roe(O,l) and K c 8. Then \f, F, 1| implies 
(f,F,r0) for every FtK and every f(z) = an zn + an+lzn+1 ..., regular 
in Cr and such that an > 0 if and only if either for any re(0,ro) the sets 
D(K, r), O"-1 are disjoint (n > 1), or have only one point z — 1 in common 
(n = 1).
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3. The second problem of Biernacki

We now consider a fixed subclass K of $ and we want to determine 
the greatest possible real number roe(O,l) such that for any / regular 
in Gl and such that /(0) = 0,/'(0) > 0 the assumptions (f, F, 1), FeK, 
imply |/, F, ro|. In [7] Biernacki proved the following

Theorem 2. There exists a number r0^ 1/4 such that for any PeS and 
any function f regular in Ct and such that f(0) = 0,/'(0) > 0 the condition 
(f, F, 1) implies \f, F, r„| and no greater number has this property for 
all admissible f, F.

In 1951 Golusin proved that j < r„ < 4(3 — Iz5), [10]. He also proved 
that, for F(s) = 2(1 +z)-2 and /(«) = F(z2) the disk where f is dominated 
by F has radius |(3— V5).

A few years later Shah Tao-shing proved [25] that rQ = |(3—/5). 
In connection with the second problem of Biernacki Golusin was con
cerned with the majorants F c fi„ and obtained the following

Theorem 3. If Fe80 and f is regular in C1 and satisfies /(0) = 0, 
/'(0) + 0, then (/, F, 1) implies \f,F,r0\ with ru = |(3 — /5); r0 cannot 
be replaced by any greater number.

4. The second converse problem

The second problem of Biernacki concerns the estimate of the radius 
of domination for a given class of majorants and a given class of subordi
nate functions.

We can put in a natural way an analogous question so far as the con
verse problem is concerned, i.e. given a class of dominants and given 
a class of dominated functions find the greatest number It such that 
1/, F, 1| implies (/, F, It) for all admissible functions f, F. Taking $ 
as the class of dominants and assuming that the dominated functions 
f are regular in Ct and satisfy /(0) = 0, f (0) > 0, we realize that the 
methods leading to Theorem 2 and its generalizations cannot be used 
for the converse problem. However, we proved [14] the following.

Theorem 4. There exists a number It, 0.21 < R + Ro = 0.29 ..., such 
that for any FeS and any f regular in Cr with /(0) = 0,f'(0) > 0, the 
assumption \f, F, 1| implies (f, F, R).

Here Ro is the unique positive root of the equation a?3 -1- a?2 -f- 3x— 1 = 0. 
If the admissible dominants F range over >S'O then we have, cf. [15], the 
following.
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Theorem 5. If FeS0 and f is regular in (\ and satisfies: /(0) = 0, 
/'(0) > 0, then \f, F, 1| implies (/, F, Ii0) where Ro = 0.29 ...is the number 
defined in Theorem 4.

If Fjfz) = z(l + z)~2 and f,(z) = zF1(z), then the greatest disk of 
subordination has radius Ro.

It is an obvious consequence of Theorem 5 that the constant II defined 
in Theorem 4 does not exceed Ro. In [17] we gave the following generali
zation of Theorem 5.

Theorem 6. Let Rn_lfn = 1,2, ... denote the smallest positive root 
of the equation xn = (1 —a?)2(l + a;)“2. If FeS0 and f(z) = anzn-lr... is 
regular in Cj,an^0, then \f,F,l\ implies (f,F,Rn_i). In case F^(z) 
= z(l + z)~2 and fn(z) = ( — l)n+lznF(z) the number Rn_i cannot be 
replaced by any greater number.

Theorem 1 plays an essential role in proving Theorem 6. Moreover, 
Theorem 5 is a particular case of Theorem 6 (n = 1).

5. Coefficients of dominated functions

It is possible to give estimates of Taylor coefficients of subordinate 
functions in terms of coefficients of the majorant, cf. e.g. [11 ], p. 406-409.

J. E. Littlewood, cf. [19], p. 222, proved that if f(z) = alz-fa2z2 +... 
is regular in C\ and (/, F, 1) holds with FeS, then |a„| < n.

It is quite natural to ask whether the assumption \f, F, 1| leads to 
analogous estimates. Let Gn be Landau numbers, cf. [13], p. 29, defined 
as follows:

/13 ... (2n—1)\2 
\ 2-4...2n / Go = 1.

Let N be the class of functions w(z) regular in C\ and such that |w(«)| 
< 1 in Ci.

If w(z) = Z»0+/»i2+... and w{z)eN, then +...-h< Gn,
n = 0,1, 2, ..., cf. [13], p. 26. These estimates are sharp. Using this 
results we shall prove the following.

Theorem 7. If F eS,f(z) — cqz-t- u2s2+... is regular in G, and \f, F, 1| 
holds, then |a„| < nGn_1.

Proof. We may suppose without loss on generality that a, 0. There 
exists w(z) = /»„-b/qz-l-...eN 60«<0, 1> such that f(z) = F(z)w(z). If 
F(z) — 2+A2z2f-... then the coefficients an can be expressed in the 
following way:

n-1
an = 2 bkAn_k, n = 1,2, ... 

k=o(1)
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Put P(retfl) = w(re'8) +w(re'°). Since An are real, we have r(relfl) 

= V AnrnsmnO. The function r(re’8) has a constant sign in (0, n). After
n=l

a multiplication by sinn0 and integration we obtain

(2)
2 r

Anr =— f v(re'°)sinn0d6, 0 < r < 1. 
71

Hencean = —/ v(rc'e) £ bkrk "sin[(n—&)0]d0, i.e. 
7? o

2
n(3)

where

an fv(reie)8n^(e)dd,
0

8n-i(6) = £ &*r*-"sin[(»-fc)0]. 
fc-o

Put P"-1^)

Now, |fl„_1(0)|

= 21 bkzn~k. Hence znPn_, W = b^b^A... + bn_lZn-\ 
k-0 \«f
1
ÏÏ and Landau’s esti

mate quoted above gives |$„_i(0)| + Gn^1r_n. It is well known, cf. [15], 
p. 221 that if P»(0) = (qsin0+ ... + <>„sin«0 and |P„(0)| < 1 for 0e<O, 2tt>, 
then |P„(0)| < ?i|sin0|. With Pn_i(0) = »'"Nn_1(0)/G!„_1 we obtain the 
inequality:

l$n-i(0)l < Gn-ir "w|sin0|.

Using this and the formulas (2), (3) we have

nr lGn

and in the limiting case r -> 1 we finally obtain the inequality |o„|< nGn_x.
The bound obtained is not sharp, e.g. for » = 2 we have according 

to Theorem 7: |a2| 2(1+1), whereas in fact we can derive the sharp
estimate |a2, <2 as a corollary of Theorem 9. It is well known that

On logn, hence according to Theorem 7 we have an = O(wlogn). 
n

In a recent paper [21] T. Mac Gregor proved a sharper result: 
l®»| < n.

The two following theorems are further examples of analogues between 
subordination and domination in absolute value [16]:
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Theorem 8. If f(z) = a,z-f... and F(z) = A1zf~... are analytic in 
and \f,F,l\ holds then

f |a,|^ f IAI2, n = l,2,... 
fc=i fc-i

A corresponding theorem with the assumption (/, F, 1) can be found 
in [19], p. 168, also cf. [11], p. 406. For the second coefficient d2 a better 
estimate than that given by Theorem 7 can be obtained.

Theorem 9. Under the assumptions of Theorem 8 we have 

lo.Kl+IAI’/llAJ, if Al7tO;

l®il |A2i, if -^i — o.

6. Some problems involving the derivative

In [7] another problem was also investigated by Biernacki. Given 
a function f(z) — ajZ-f a2z2-{- 0, regular in C, which satisfies
(f,F,l) with FeS. Does there exist an absolute constant r, > 0 such 
that I/', F',rj holds. Biernacki found an affirmative answer under a supple
mentary assumption of univalence of f. lie could prove that there exists 

> 0.1 such that (/, F, 1) with univalent f and FeS implies \f, F', rj. 
Golusin improved this result [11] and showed that rt > 0.12 even if f 
is not univalent. A few years ago Shah Tao-shing found the best possible
rx = 3-/8 = 0.17 ..., [26].

In [16] we have stated and proved similar theorems where the assumpt
ion of subordination is replaced by the assumption of modular domination.

Theorem 10. If f(z) = az 0 < a < 1, is regular in C\ and FeS, 
then \f,F,l\ implies \ f, F', s(a)\, where s(a) is the smallest positive root 
of the equation ax3—3axi—3x-[-l = 0. The quantity s(a) cannot be replaced 
by any greater number.

If Fo(z) — 2(1 + «)-2 and f0(z) -- (lf-azU^z+ajFofz), then x > s(a) 
implies f'0(x) > F'o(x). This shows that s(a) is best possible even in the 
case F ranges over the more restrictive class So. It is easy to see that 
s(a) is strictly decreasing in <0,1) and lims(a) =2-/3. This implies

O->1 —

Theorem 11. If f is regular in Cn /(0) = 0,/'(0) > 0 and FeS, then 
1/, F, 1| implies \f',F',2—/3| and 2 —13 cannot be replaced by any 
greater number.

If the class of majorants is restricted to So, neither Theorem 10, nor 
Theorem 11 can be sharpened. Even in case the dominated function f 
is univalent and starlike the radius of domination remains the same. 
In fact we have proved [16] the following
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Theorem 12. If Fc80, f is univalent and starlike in and satisfies 
/(0) = 0,/'((()> 0, then \f,F,l\ implies |/', I<”, 2—/3| and the constant 
2—^3 is best possible.

We can also state an analogue of a result due to Schiffer [24] where 
the assumption (/, F, 1) is replaced by \f, F, 1|, ef. [16].

Theorem 13. If f is regular in Ci,f(0) = 0, and FeS, then \f, F, 1| 
implies

|/'(«)|<(l+|s|)(l-|*ir3

Equality holds for F0(z) = z(l —z)-2 and f„(z) = Fu(z).
The estimate of |/'| is the same as given by Schiffer.

7. First problem of Biernacki and its converse.

The first problem of Biernacki which was stated by him earlier and 
is less difficult is obtained as a particular case of the second problem 
by making an additional supposition that f which is subordinate to F 
is of the same type as F. In other words, if FeK c. S, then /'(0) > 0 
and f(z)lf'WeK.

Biernacki proved [7], [8], by use of Julia’s variational method 
following theorems.

Theorem 14. If Fe<S,/'(0) > 0, (/'(O))-1/ejS then (f,F,l) implies 
1/, F, r°|, where r° — 0.39... is the unique positive root of the equation 
21n(l + a?)/(l — %) — 4 arc tan® = n. The number r° cannot be replaced by 
any greater number.

Theorem 15. If f'(0) > 0, (0))_1/e$0 and FeS0 then (f,F,l)
implies \f,F,r„\, where rj} = 1^2—1 cannot be replaced by any greater 
number.

Theorem 16. If /'(0) > 0, and Fe8c then (f,F,l)
implies \f,F,r°c\ where r“ = 0.543... which is the positive root of the 
equation 2 arc sin a?+4 arc tan a? = jr cannot be replaced by any greater 
number.

The Theorems 14-16 due to Biernacki were generalized in a common 
paper by A. Bielecki and the present author [2]. It was proved that the 
constants r°, >c remain unchanged even in case f is regular in Cy and 
satisfies f'(0) > Q,f(z) # 0 for z 0.

It seems to be natural to consider the converse of both the first and 
second problem of Biernacki. The research in this direction done by 
A. Bielecki and the present author results in proving some new theorems 
by a quite useful method based on the notion of homotopy. This method 
is described in the next chapter.
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8. Homotopic subordination and domination chains

Let H be the class of functions h(z, t) — al(t)z + a.i(t)z2+ ...te^, <2>, 
a1(<) > 0, which satisfy the following conditions:

(i) for any fixed /2> the function h(z,t) is regular and uni
valent in C\,

(ii) for any fixed zeC^ the function h(z, t) and its derivative h't(z, t)
are continuous w.r.t. <2>.

We say that h(z, t)eH is increasing in absolute value inside Gr, 0 < r
< 1 if f, f2>, f </" implies \h(z, t'), h(z, t''), r|. Similarly, we
say that h(z,t)eH is domainwise increasing inside Cr,0<r^ 1, if

f' < <" implies (h(z, /'), h(z, t"), r).
Let IT1 be the subclass of II consisting of all h(z, t) which satisfy g>eSa 

with q>(z, t) — h(z, t)lh'z(O, t).
In [1], p. 47-49 A. Bielecki and the present autor have proved the 

following results which enabled them to create a general method of 
solving both the first and the second problem of Biernacki, as well as 
their converse.

Lemma 1. If h eH and either |arg{7q(z, t)lztig(z, /)}| < w/2, or h't(z, t) = 0 
for any zeCr, t2y then h is domainwise increasing in Gr. Conversely, 
if hell is domainwise increasing in Cr, then either |arg{Aj(z, t)lzh'z(z, f)}|
< ti/2 (or h't(z, /) = 0 for /e<<n <2>).

Lemma 2. The function hell is increasing in absolute value in Cr if 
and only if either |arg{7t<(2, t)\h(z, <)}| < w/2, or h't{z, /) = 0 for teftx, <2> 
and zeCr-

Homotopies h(z,t) which are domainwise increasing resp. increasing 
in absolute value were considered already by many authors, Lowner, 
Schaeffer-Spencer, Pommerenke, cf. ([20], [23], [22].

The lemma 1 has been also applied by Bielecki and the present author 
in [6] where a simple proof of the following theorems was given: the 
class of close-to-convex functions (introduced by W. Kaplan in [12]) 
is a subclass of linearly accessible functions (introduced by M. Biernacki 
in [9]).

This proof was considerably simpler than that earlier published by 
the present author [18].

Let J?(a) be the smallest positive root of the equation 

2r
arc sin---------------------------- (- 2 ar c tan r = n /2, a e <0, 1).

l + r2+ ——(1-r)1— a

It is easy to see that B(a)e[Q, 1).
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Using the Lemmas 1,2 Bielecki and the present author obtained in 
[1] the following basic results for the first problem of Biernacki and its 
converse.

Theorem 17. If ae(0,l), h(z,t)eHa for any te (f,1,t.i'> and h(z,t) 
increases in in absolute value, then also h(z, t) increases domainwise 
in .

Theorem 18. If a e <0, 1), h(z, t) ell" for any te{t1,t2') and h(z,t) 
increases in Cr domainwise, then also h(z, t) increases in absolute value 
in CB(a}.

By the above stated results both Biernacki’s problem and its converse 
are reduced to the investigation of a relevant homotopy h(z, t). The 
following homotopy

shows to be quite useful in some cases. It is easy to see that this homotopy 
runs over H" if FeSa and f(z)lf'(0)e$a(/c(0) >0). Using this homotopy 
as well as Theorem 17 we can obtain the solution of the converse of first 
problem of Biernacki. Putting a = 0, resp. a = j we obtain for Ii(a) 
the same values as those given by Theorems 15 and 16.

9. The class 8V and some generalizations of the first problem 
of Biernacki and its converse

Let v[t), teffd, 1>, be a real, non-decreasing and lower semicontinuous 
function vanishing at / = 0 and put

(A) r(v) = sup(® : 0 < x < 1, v(x) + 2 arc tan« < ti/2);

this implies that 0 < r(v) < 1. Let Sv be the class of all functions F(z) 
= z+A2z2regular in C2 and such that for any re<0, 1) we have

arg-
zF'(z)

< v(r), |«| < r < 1.

The present author and A. Bielecki have proved [2] the following.

Theorem 19. If FeSv and f(z) = anznA-..., an >0, is regular in Ci 
and f(z) 0 for any 0 < |z| < 1 then (f, F, 1) implies \f,F(zn),r(v)\ 
where r(v) is defined by (A).

Theorems 14-16 due to Biernacki show to be corollaries of Theorem 19. 
We only need to take n = l and v(r) equal ln(l + r)/(l — r), arc sin X
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2r
X--------------------------- , arc sin r resp. which arc the corresponding

l + rs+-^-(l-r4)
1— a

bounds for the classes S, Sa, Sc, cf. e.g. [11], p. 116, [1], p. 16 and [27].
The essential tool in proving Theorem 19 is Lemma 1. Moreover, 

it is worthwhile to mention that the assumptions concerning f(z) in 
Theorem 19 are less restrictive than those made by Biernacki. An analo
gous result was also given by Bielecki and the present author for the 
converse problem, cf. e.g. [3], p. 300.

Theorem 20. If r(t>) > 0,/'(0) > 0,/(z)//'(0) e/S„ and FeSv then 
\f, F, 1| implies (f, F, r(v)) where r(r) is given by (A).

Using this as well as the well known estimate of nrg {zf (z) If (z)} for 
the class 6’ we obtain, cf. [3], p. 301, the following

Theorem 21. If F tS, f' (0) > 0, f(z)lf (0) eS then |/,U,1| implies 
(f, F, r°), where r° = 0.39 ... is the Biernacki constant defined in Theorem 11; 
r° cannot be replaced by any greater number.

This theorem gives the solution to the converse of the first problem 
of Biernacki as stated in Theorem 14.

In [1], [5] some general theorems due to Bielecki and the present 
author have been proved under weaker assumptions:

Theorem 22. Suppose F(z) and w(z) = al,zip +... p 1, a„ =/= 0, are 
regular in U(0) = 0, 0 < |w(z)| < 1 in 0 < |«| < 1, w(z) =£ e,az with 
real a. Suppose, moreover, Fe8„ and f(z) — F(w(z)). Then the relation 
\f,F,g\ holds with g being the unique root of the equation u(r) +arc tan 99(f) 
= .t/2, where q> is a (rather complicated) explicit expression depending 
on r, argflp and p and quoted in [1], p. 92. For p = 1, arga„ = 0, we obtain 
in particular the results concerning the first problem of Biernacki.

Theorem 23. Suppose FeSv and g(z) = b0-\-b1z+... is regular in 
C, and such that 0 < \g(z)\ < 1. If f(z) = g(z)F(z), then (f, F, g) holds

n
with g being the least root of the equation r(f) +arc tan99(f) = —.

2
Here (p depends on b„ in a rather complicated way. The case arg&„ = 0 

corresponds to Theorem 20.

10. Estimates of radius of subordination in some problems 
involving the class /8®.

Theorem 21 with an explicit function v(r) corresponding to the class 
/8 gives a sharp estimate.
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On the other hand, the problem whether the estimate of radius of 
subordination given by Theorem 20 is sharp, still remains open. In this 
chapter we show that if the class considered and the corresponding function 
v(r) are chosen in a suitable manner then the bound obtained by Theorem 20 
is sharp.

Let be the class of functions F(z) = z-\-A2z2-\-... regular in Cx 
such that F'(z) =/= 0 in C\ and |-F(«)| > 0 for 0 < |z| < 1. Suppose, moreover, 
that

z.F'(z)\
suparg|2|<r ± (Z) I

is continuous in <0,1). We may assume without loss on generality that 
zF' (z)

contains F(z) & z. Then arg is a non-constant harmonic
-F(z)

zF' (z)
function in This implies that suparg——---- and also v(r) are

i«l<r I (z)
strictly increasing functions of re<0,l). We can take

r zF'(z)le0(r) = sup suparg .
i’,S° LP| = r J' (Z) J

With this choice of r(r) we see that for any e > 0 there exists FeS°„

and z = re'8 such that arg
zF'(z)

= v(r)—e. We now prove

Theorem 24. F f' (0) > 0, f(z)lf' (0) then \f, F, 1| implies 
(f, F, r(v0)) where r(v0) is given by the formula (A). The number r(r„) cannot 
be replaced by any greater number.

Proof. The first part of this theorem follows from Theorem 20. We 
now prove the second part. Suppose that with the assumptions of 
Theorem 24 the relation (/, F, R) holds for some R > r(r„). Given £ > 0 
choose real x and y so that r(r0) < x < y < R and also

(B) ?r/2 < v0(x)—£ + 2arctana? < n,

where vQ(y) < n/2. Such a choice is possible by continuity of v0(r). Suppose 
-f’eSJ! is such that for some u, |w| = x, we have

uF'(u)
arg-—- • = v0(x)—e(C)

F(u)

There exists a real 0 such that
J0

(B) arg--------T« = 2 arc tana;6 1 —we*9
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Put for |ar| < 1 and <e(0,1)

g(z, t) = F(pz)h(z, t)

(E)
h(z,t) = 1 — (! — /)(! -\-tpzet9)l(l — tpzel,>),

x u
P = — i Po = — 

y P

From the equation 292(2, 0 pzF'{pz) zh'„(z,t) ..... .
+ —— it follows by

F(^) ft(z,<)
zh'z(z, t) 
h(z, t) '

t' sufficiently close to 1 and for all 1) the functions g(z, t) belong 
to $2. In [3] we proved that |/i (z, f) | < 1 in C\for te(t1,1) and t± sufficiently 
close to 1. We have Ee{^(z, t)/g(z, <)}<=1 = Re(l + pzet9)/(l — pzel°) > 0 
by (E). It follows from (B), (C), (D) that

9(«, <)

the uniform convergence in 0 as t -> 1 that for

lPo9z(po, 0| PPuF'{pp0) , 1arg!—-———} —arg----------------- barg —9dPo,t) Li ë F(pp0) ël

uF'(u)
= arg-

F(m)

l+PPoé 
PPoO

iû

.18

l + «e+ arg--------s- = v0(x) — e + 2 arc tan x e
1—M«

(M

Hence there exists t0 = max(i', tj such that the homotopy g(s,t) 
satisfies for any /e<<0, 1) the following conditions:

(F)

(G)

Now, v(y) < —, hence 
2

Res— ----- 1 >0 in C, and
19(«, t) I

IPol = y-

< tt/2 in C,

g(z, t)

^(g'dpo, t)lpog'z(p0, 0) < o 

2^(2, t)arg
9(2, <) IPol

7t for te<f0,l)

which means that g(z,t) are starlike in this disk.
By (F) and Lemma 2 we have for any <2, Z3e<<0, 1) <2 < <3: \g(z, t2)|

< 19(2, <3)1 in Cr whereas by (G) and Lemma 1 (/, F, y) does not hold 
which contradicts the definition of E. This proves Theorem 24.
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Streszczenie

W pracy tej omawiam zagadnienia dotyczące podporządkowania 
funkcji i nierówności modułów, jakie w ostatnich latach były, między 
innymi, przedmiotem badań w lubelskim środowisku matematycznym. 
Praca ta zawiera też pewne nowe wyniki (twierdzenie 7, twierdzenie 24).

Резюме

В работе рассматриваются проблемы, касающиеся подчинения функций 
и неравенства модулей, бывшие в последние годы предметом исследований 
люблинских математиков. Приводятся некоторые новые результаты (теоре
ма 7, 24).


